
2020 Prophetic Revelations for this New Era of the Kingdom
[Point summary of downloads received by Lana Vawser]1

On the 21-11-2018 CCOP2 was given the prophetic message "A New Era in the Kingdom"3 from
our King. The notes below are from a teaching presented by Australia’s Lana Vawser in February
this  year  which  prophetically  confirms  what  we  received.  Her  presentation  also  contains
confirmation of some of the difficult messages I've been teaching on for the past 16 months. 

(The text highlighted in yellow are those I received and have already taught on)

1.We are in a completely new era in the Kingdom.

2. It’s not the end of a season, it’s the end of an era.

3.Things cross over from one season to another so that there are similarities and differences. 

4.A new era is completely different. There are upgrades, new strategies, unusual things that happen 
that didn’t happen in the previous era.

5.We are in a completely new era in the spirit.

6.There’s a responsibility on all of us in this new era to recognise what God is doing, how he’s 
moving, even when things are unexpected.

7.This will be an era of the unexpected. He’s going to move in unexpected ways that seem crazy to 
us.

8.We need to ask for eyes to see and ears to hear what he’s doing.

9. It will be a time of unprecedented acceleration. What could take 10 years to do in the natural he’ll 
do in a day.

10. The church will be completely reformed by the power that will be released.

11. God is about to bring major reformation.

12. What’s coming is a tidal wave of acceleration – it’s only tiny at the moment.

13. God’s people are going to be positioned into their destinies.

14. The victorious Bride is about to rise up.

15. We’ve come into the Kingdom for such a time as this.

16. This is the time where we’ll take our place in the assignment, plan and destiny God has for each of
us. 

17. Looking back you’ll be able to see that everything has been leading up to this as preparation.

18. We’ll take our place in our identity like we haven’t done before.

19. We’ll walk in authority in ways we’ve never experienced.

20. The power of God will manifest in and through us in unprecedented ways.

21. Reject anything that comes into our mind that disqualifies us from this new move.

22. Our best days are ahead of us.

23. There’ll be a shift from surviving to thriving.

24. Incredible fruitfulness is going to be released in our lives.

25. The last era was “a shocker” in many ways and some have become weary waiting for promises 
that haven’t materialized.

1 – Lana Vawser (3-2-2020) “The New Era – 1 Accelerate”  [ youtu.be/Rh3B-qVwqlo ]
2 – canberraforerunners.org/?page_id=4940 
3 – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/MESSAGE-A-New-Era-in-the-Kingdom-21-11-2018.pdf 
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26. Changes will be made within us to align us with what he’s promised us.

27. It’s about what he wants to through us, not just what he wants to do in us.

28. There will be unusual signs, wonders and miracles, all highlighting what’s unprecedented.

29. He said, “Ready or not, here I come.”

30. We have to be ready for what he’s going to do.

31. Key #1 – Knowing the ways and wisdom of God.

32. Key #2 – Humility.

33. There’s a lot we need to learn.

34. There is knowledge we need to unlearn.

35. We’ll learn to walk in the ways and wisdom of God.

36. This will steward to increase and acceleration happing to us.

37. Psalm 119:33-40  (TPT) – Give me revelation about the meaning of your ways so I can enjoy the 
reward of following them fully. Give me an understanding heart so that I can passionately know 
and obey your truth. Guide me into the paths that please you, for I take delight in all that you say. 
Cause my heart to bow before your words of wisdom and not to the wealth of this world. Help me 
turn my eyes away from illusions so that I pursue only that which is true; drench my soul with life 
as I walk in your paths. Reassure me of your promises, for I am your beloved, your servant who 
bows before you. Defend me from the criticism I face for keeping your beautiful words. See how I 
long with cravings for more of your ways? Let your righteousness revive my spirit!

38. God’s nature don’t change even when he does things differently.

39. The access we now have to the revelation God is releasing about what he is doing in this new era 
is unlike our past releases.

40. What he’s revealing now is for the next decade and more.

41. The church needs to enlarge it’s vision – living in today, but we can see the future.

42. We’ll understand his ways in a way we haven’t done before.

43. We’ll become consecrated to him like never before.

44. There’s a separateness we are being called to in this new era.

45. We may be taken out of areas we have been involved in in the past, even though there’s nothing 
wrong with them, because of the new time we are in.

46. We can get stuck in yesterday because we are comfortable and fear the unknown future.

47. To walk in everything he has for us we must come into alignment with him.

48. “I am increasing the spirit of wisdom and revelation upon my people and in the earth like never 
before.”

49. These are not only the blueprints, strategies and revelations for our lives but also for the realms he 
has for you and the jurisdictions he has given us in different areas.

50. We will be called to partner with him in divine strategy to ‘build’ with him.

51. When we ‘build’ with obedience to him we’ll see significant level of favour added to the task.

52. He’s wanting us to understand his ways better and to teach us more of his wisdom.

53. This training to ‘build’ may look completely different, so we must be prepared for it.

54. We need his strategies and align with them so we can run with him, not walk or dawdle.

55. We will be empowered to run like never before, do what we never thought we could do, and go 
where we never thought we could go.
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56. The limitations over our lives (fears, feelings, lies) that prevent us from entering this adventure are
being broken.

57. There is a pioneering anointing on this new era.

58. We are entering uncharted territory.

59. “The wind in my empowerment will meet the faith in your sails.”

60. We are being called to engage with him at new levels.

61. We are not to sit down and wait for a revelatory or prophetic promise to happen.

62. We will be tempted to do this because of lethargy arising from past failures.

63. When we lose hope we can’t believe for the future. 

64. Because of our hang-ups this new era will be a time of healing hearts and the restoration of hope.

65. Healing is required to remove the weight of things not fulfilled so we can run in strength into our 
destiny.

66. Increase will be added to counteract the losses of the past.

67. Supernatural empowerment will enable us to outrun those things that have held us back, to run 
into places we never thought we would go, to do things with him we never thought we would do.

68. The supernatural will overtake us so we won’t know what we are doing – it will be beyond our 
comprehension.

69. Some of our greatest exploits will be in places (situations/locations) we have never been before.

70. New giftings will appear in our lives that we never knew we had.

71. Divine appointments will place us in situations where we don’t know what we are doing. Our soul
will be in panic mode, but we must trust him with the details.

72. These divine appointments will release a new wave of the Spirit for us to work under.

73. Passions we never thought we had will rise up from inside of us.

74. These new passions will come out of ‘left field’ and it will be his doing.

75. Pay attention in this new era to the new desires and passions that you have.

76. We will wake up some mornings feeling totally different because we will have received the 
impartation of a new passion over night.

77. These new passions will be the doorway to new realms and new pathways to travel down.

78. We must say, “Yes”, to the new directions he takes us on.

79. When we step out on faith, his peace will overtake us and we will be able to do and say what’s 
needed.

80. We don’t need to be perfect. Just show up where we’re supposed to be and do what’s required. 
Success will come.

81. Hold his hand and trust his ability when you’ve said, “Yes”.

82. He’s wanting to build a people who are stronger in his word and his ways than the ways and 
wisdom of men and the ways of the world. 

83. We must stand on his rhema word to us saying, “I know, that I know, that I know, that this is 
God”.

84. Key #3 – Be a people of obedience.

85. Obedience is not making sure everything is perfect so God is happy with us.

86. Because of the magnitude of what he’s wanting to do in this new era, there is an increased 
weightiness to be a better steward.
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87. We will be given very specific details of how to ‘build’ with him.

88. We must not overlook these details or cut corners.

89. Go with the unexpected.

90. Don’t fall back into your old ways or the ways of man.

91. Don’t use your mind to try to understand everything. Your logic won’t fathom what your led to do 
or say.

92. “The modern-day Noah’s are going to arise in this new era.”

93. People will challenge us whether we heard from God or not. Don’t give in to them.

94. There’s a shaking taking place in the church in this new era based on this – “Will I obey the voice 
of God or will I obey the voice of man?”

95. The fear of man has to be uprooted from us so we can carry this new move of God.

96. If we submit to doubt or criticism and not follow the word we’ve been given we’ll “crumble” 
when opposition comes to what we are doing.

97. Those who can’t see what God is doing will ‘have a go at us’ and mock us.

98. We must genuinely become a friend of God. This will ground us.

99. Our reality must be what he says to us and living in him. This will ground us. 

100. We live by every rhema that God speaks to us.

101. We mustn’t allow the criticism of others to keep us from or sway us away from the word God 
has spoken to us.

102. This new era is not being a ‘lone ranger’.

103. We need community and accountability.

104. Check any word you receive with those you trust if it seems too weird.

105. If we test a word and know that we know that it is from God, don’t allow others to say it’s not 
God.

106. When we are obedient to the word we are given and step out in faith, God will demonstrate by 
the outcome(s) that we were right to move with it.

107. A word to the church in the USA: “I have weighed you and found you wanting.”

108. There’s pride in the heart of God’s people that we need to repent of.

109. “There is a warning I’m releasing over the church right now in this new era: Don’t stand up 
against my wisdom.”

110. Resistance exists in the Church because many are intentionally standing against the new ways 
and wisdom of God.

111. This is caused by a religious spirit which causes them to say, “This doesn’t fit into my box, it’s 
not God, so I’m not accepting it.”

112. The religious Pharisees didn’t recognise what God was doing with Jesus. They had head 
knowledge and thought they knew everything.

113. “It’s so important that you have eyes to see and ears to hear in this new era. That you are a friend
of God. That your ear is upon my chest, because I may show up right in front of your face in a 
way that you don’t expect. And if you don’t have eyes to see and ears to hear, you won’t 
recognise it”

114. There’s a transition where God is bringing us out of our head. This is because we normally try to
understand and work everything out before we step out.

115. We are being trained in the understanding of the wisdom which is far about the wisdom of men.
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116. We can hear God’s voice whether we make mistakes or not, or whether we’ve done the ‘right 
stuff’. 

117. Break any lie that says there’s something you’ve done which is stopping you from hearing God’s
voice.

118. Intimacy allows us to ask the King for his word for our nation, family, marriage and lives. 

119. We are free to ask him for answers as well.

120. We are free to ask himfor strategies as well.

121. His wisdom is required to see transformation of the church and the world.

122. Here are the strategies to enable us to align with Heaven in this new era:

• Ask God how to make yourself ready

• Ask God for understanding/revelation of his ways

• Completely surrender yourself to God so he can do whatever he wants

123. We must give God permission to reteach us.

124. We need to invite him to check our hearts and clean us out.

125. We need to continually invite him to examine us, test us, show us if there’s anything in our 
hearts that needs correction and alignment so we can be led back into his ways.

126. We will become more familiar with the loving correction of God in this new era so we can enter 
into all he has for us.

Laurence
28-2-2020
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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